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Answer any three question : 1053

1. Write short notes on : 5+5

a) Note the factors that increase the probability of rejecting

the null hypothesis.

b) Discuss the three characteristics of bivariate associations.

2. a) What are the three characteristics of the mean ? 4

b) A survey of the ages of residents of nursing homes yielded

the following measures of central tendency : Mean  =  70

Median  = 78  Mode = 83.

In which direction is the distribition likely to be skewed ?

2

c) Below is a table of the area of New England States in

square miles. Compute the mean and the median Which

measure gives a better description of the area of a typical

New England state ? 4
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6. a) What is a regression line ? 3

b) The following data show the scores obtained by a group

of  20 students on a college entrance examination and a

verbal comprehension test. Interpret the data. 7



StateArea

connecticut5009

maine33,215

massachussets8257

new hampshire9304

rhode island1214

vermont9609

3.What are one-tailed and two-tailed tests ?4

b.The population in India watches 6.2 hours of TV per day.

A random sample of 1017 senior citizens in the state

report watching an average of 5.9 hours per day, with a

standard deviation of 0.7 in difference significant ?

(Alpha.05)6

4.Support for abortion was measuredwith a ten point scale,

with  higher scores indicating more support. Are there

significant differences in support between males and females

in Canda and the United States ? Significance level will be set

at 0.05 Interpret Sociologically8+2

Canada

MalesFemales

X1 =4.6X2 =4.7

S1 =2.8S2 =3.0

N1 =988N2 =1074

United States

MalesFemales

X1 =4.6X2 = 4.4

S1 =2.9S2 = 2.8

N1= 569N2 = 598

5.Do men and women vary in their opinions about

cohabitation? A random sample of 47 males and females has

been rated as high or low in their supportfor “living together”.

Is the relationship significant ? Interpret sociologically. The

results are :8+2

Support for

cohabitationMalesFemalestotals

High15520

Low101727

totals252247
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